
Article DiscussionArticle Discussion

1.  Searching - examining carefully or thoroughly.
Sample sentence: The police are searching for clues.

2. Suggest - Make a proposal, declare a plan for something

Sample sentence:  The architect suggested that the building be 
restored.

3. Anxiety - distress or uneasiness of mind caused by fear of danger 
or misfortune.

Sample sentence:  Students often experience anxiety before a test.

4. Syndrome - Pathology, Psychiatry.   A group of symptoms that 
together is characteristic of a specific disorder, disease, or the like.
Sample sentence: The women who had no signs of metabolic 
syndrome lost a similar amount of weight using either dietary 
approach.

5. Panic - An overwhelming feeling of fear and anxiety.
Sample sentence: If you don't understand any of those terms above, 
don't panic.

6. particular - First and most important.
Sample sentence: she gets particular satisfaction from her volunteer 
work.

Vocabulary
Rod was a manager at House Depot. He worked about 50 hours a 
week. He loved his job, although the extra hours cut into the time he 
could spend with his three little girls. One morning he was supposed 
to go home at 7 a.m. Instead, he stayed on to help out for three more 
hours. He was just about to leave at 10 a.m. when he heard 
something.    

At one of the checkout counters, he saw a man dressed in white 
painter's coveralls pointing a gun at the female checker. He had on a 
yellow cap, a white plastic painter's mask, and white gloves.

Q: What happened when he was just about to leave at 10 a.m.?
A: When he was just about to leave at 10 a.m. he heard something at 
one of the checkout counters, he saw a man dressed in white 
painter's coveralls pointing a gun at the female checker.

Rod hurried over. Times in Los Angeles had changed. All managers 
now received training on how to respond to armed robberies and 
hostage-taking. Rod was nervous, but he knew what he was supposed 
to do. He approached the gunman.
"Sir, please don't point that gun. We will give you all the money you?

Q: What he was supposed to do?
A: He was supposed to approach the gunman.

The gunman didn't even wait for Rod to finish his sentence. He shot 
Rod in the stomach. The checker screamed. The gunman ran out to a 
white van and hopped in. The van sped off.
Rod didn't even make it to surgery. The killing made all the TV news 
shows. House Depot offered a $100,000 reward.

Q: What did the gunman do to Rod?
A: The gunman didn't even wait for Rod to finish his sentence. He 
shot Rod in the stomach.

Let's read Discussion A 

1. If you were Rod would you do the same thing?

 
2. What are some things people can do to protect  themselves 
from crime?

Discussion B

1. If your friend has committed a serious crime, how would you 
act?

2. What is the difference between crime and sin?
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2. Suggest - Make a proposal, declare a plan for something

Sample sentence:  The architect suggested that the building be 
restored.

3. Anxiety - distress or uneasiness of mind caused by fear of danger 
or misfortune.

Sample sentence:  He felt anxiety about the possible loss of his job.

4. Syndrome - Pathology, Psychiatry.   A group of symptoms that 
together is characteristic of a specific disorder, disease, or the like.
Sample sentence: The women who had no signs of metabolic 
syndrome lost a similar amount of weight using either dietary 
approach.

5. Panic - An overwhelming feeling of fear and anxiety.
Sample sentence: If you don't understand any of those terms above, 
don't panic.

6. particular - First and most important.
Sample sentence: she gets particular satisfaction from her volunteer 
work.

Vocabulary
Where do you think we spend more time... by sitting in front of our 
computers and searching on the Internet or in our bed in a deep 
sleep? 

New research suggests that one in four people spend more time 
online than in bed. 

Sky Broadband Company that conducted the study reported that 
because more people are sick of the so-called e-anxiety syndrome. 
Those people panic or even fall into depression when they are not 
able to check their email or Facebook account. 

It has been proven that men spend more time online than women. In 
particular, one of the four men a day spends six or more hours at the 
computer, while one in five women spend as much time on the 
Internet. One of three people a day is checking email more than 6 
times. 

It is particularly bad that people spend more time at the computer 
and less time to walking, socializing with friends and family, but also 
for a quality sleep.
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Where do you think we spend more time... by sitting in front of our 
computers and searching on the Internet or in our bed in a deep 
sleep? 

New research suggests that one in four people spend more time 
online than in bed. 

Sky Broadband Company that conducted the study reported that 
because more people are sick of the so-called e-anxiety syndrome. 
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able to check their email or Facebook account. 

Q: Where do you spend more time, searching on the internet or in 
bed? 
A: It defence upon the students opinion.

It has been proven that men spend more time online than women. In 
particular, one of the four men a day spends six or more hours at the 
computer, while one in five women spend as much time on the 
Internet. One of three people a day is checking email more than 6 
times. 

It is particularly bad that people spend more time at the computer 
and less time to walking, socializing with friends and family, but also 
for a quality sleep.

Q: Would you agree that men spend more time online than women?
A: It defence upon the students opinion.

Let's read Discussion A 

1. How can you learn English through the Internet?

    Do you take advantage of this? 

 
2. Do you think that visiting different websites 
 through the Internet is advisable for the children? Why?

Discussion B

1.What keeps you awake at night? (e.g. worrying too 
much about stuff, too much coffee, your partner's 
snoring, your neighbors' parties, an uncomfortable bed, 
a hot summer)

2.Tell us about a memorable, enjoyable, or strange 
dream you've had?  
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